
The market rent only option is supported by:
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The Federation of Small Businesses
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Forum for Private Business
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Justice for Licensees

The Parliamentary Save the Pub Group

Time For A Fair Deal
For Your Local!
We are calling on the Government to back much needed reform of the tied model operated by the large
pub owning companies. The fundamental problem is that the large companies take more than is
fair or sustainable from pub profits. This makes it difficult or impossible for many licensees to make a
living and has and is causing the failure of pub businesses up and down the country. The overcharging
takes the form of both hugely inflated beer prices and excessive rents.

We are delighted that the Government has committed to intro-
ducing a statutory code of practice for the large companies that
will enshrine in law the long accepted but largely ignored princi-
ple: that the tied licensee should not be worse off than a
free of tie licensee.

BEFORE...

....AFTER

[From top] Campaigners support
John the landlord outside Reading’s
Jolly Anglers in 2009 after its closure
by Enterprise Inns; the pub reopens
in 2010; a Community Pub award is
presented to free house tenant John
by Keith Taylor MEP in 2012.



We are delighted that the Government has committed to introducing a statutory code of practice for the large
companies that will enshrine in law the long accepted but largely ignored principle: that the tied licensee should
not be worse off than a free of tie licensee. What this means is that the Government have committed to pre-
vent the overcharging, which will mean that the split between licensee and pub owning company would be the
same for tied licensees and free of the licensees, with the proportion taken by the pub owning company in either
case not exceeding the fair market rent for the pub (whereas at the moment it does in many cases by a consider-
able margin).

We believe that the only way to do this is to include in the new code an option for the tied landlords of
large companies to pay rent only to the pub owning company.

This is absolutely NOT abolishing the tie, indeed it would actually make the tie work as it should and sadly now so
often does not, which is that if a licensee pays higher beer (and other product) prices they then pay a correspond-
ingly lower than market rent. Pubcos have skewed & misused the tie.

It is important to note that statutory code will not apply to Britain’s family brewers, who operate a different model
of the tie, as they all have less than 500 pubs. So they will be unaffected.

The market rent only option is the one put forward by the Business Select Committee, chaired at the time by Con-
servative MP Peter Luff and now by Adrian Bailey MP. They have done 4 exhaustive reports into this issue over 8
years all concluding that abuse of the tie was taking place.

There is some deeply misleading information from those companies and their representative associations who
oppose reform of what is now not only a thoroughly discredited business model, that has closed thousands of
pubs and is suppressing the real growth opportunities there are in the sector for smaller pub companies, brewer-
ies and entrepreneurs.

A market rent only lease or tenancy also provides exactly the same low cost entry to the pub trade as
tied agreements, but with more certainty for the landlord, the small business.

There is nothing in the proposed statutory code that increases ‘red tape’ over and above what already ex-
ists in the existing self regulatory code so it is simply dishonest to suggest that it does. For a licensee,
paying market rent only offers considerably less red tape as purchases can be made direct with
brewers and suppliers - it cuts out the middle man & provides a simpler business model.

Reform would very clearly reduce the cost of the pint in pubco pubs as costs would be significantly re-
duced whether by cheaper (fair) tied rents or, if a licensee chose the market rent only option, beer prices
would drop to in some cases half the current tied price.

A Jolly Fair Deal.....

Reading’s Jolly Anglers has been a
success since opening free of its old
Enterprise Inns tie in 2010.


